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Please contact us if your organisation is not included in your area of operation

FAO Sub/field offices
WFP sub/field offices
* Implementing partner of WFP
** Implementing partner of FAO

FAO, ASCO**, MI**, PCO, RCO, SI
WFP, AFOD*

WFP, APAD*, CW*, WCDO, WHH*

AWEIL CENTRE
FAO, CAWDC**, CEDS, HERY, FLDA**, JAM**, MACDA, SEDP, WCDO,
WFP, APAD*, FLDA*, JAM*, WHH*

AWEIL SOUTH
FAO, ASCO, CEDS, CAWDC**, CEF, CRH-SS, HERY**, JAM**, KCDA**, MACDA
WFP, JAM*, WHH*

AWEIL WEST
WFP, APAD*, CW*, WCDO, WHH*

AWEIL NORTH
FAO, CAWDC**, CW**, SAADO SEDP, WHH, WVI**
WFP, CW*, SAADO, WVI*

AWEIL EAST
FAO, AAH**, ASCO**, CAWDC, CEDS, CEF, EYA, GBI**, HERY, IAS, SCI**, SP,
TEARFUND, VSF-S**, WVI**
WFP, AAH*, CEDS, SCI, SP*, TEARFUND,
VSF-S, WVI*

TWIC
FAO, GOAL, MADA**, NRC**, WVI**
WFP, MADA*, NRC*, WVI*

GOGRIAL WEST
FAO, CAOD, CRH-SS, HERY**, HELP**, LCAD**, OCH, TOCH,
SSGID-G, VSF-G, WCDO
WFP, JAM*, SAADO*, SAO*, SCI*, WDA*

GOGRIAL EAST
FAO, HERY**, LCAD**, VSF-G,
WCDO
WFP, SAADO*, WVI*

TONJ NORTH
FAO, FLDA**, IRW,
OCH**, TOCH**, VSF-G, WCDO,
WFP, WVI*

TONJ EAST
FAO, IRW,
SSGID**
WFP, IRW,
WVI*

TONJ SOUTH
FAO, ASCO**, LULU CARE,
OCH**, TOCH**, WVI**
WFP, ADRA*, WVI*

JUR RIVER
FAO, ASCO**, DORCAS, MI**, MADA
NRC**, PAH*, SPOCI**, WCDO**
WFP, ACTED*

WAU
FAO, ACTED**, ASCO**, COER**, CISDA, MADA, MHA, NRC, PAH, RCDI, SI, WAO
WFP, ACTED*, AFOD*, MRA, NRC*, UCDC*
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